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REZUMAT: Industria alimentară oferă posibilităţi multiple pentru utilizarea ultrasunetelor. Pornind de la aplicația 

cu ultrasunete şi efectele asupra mediilor lichide, în lucrare sunt prezentate principalele efecte ale ultrasunetelor 

asupra proceselor emulsificatoare. 
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ABSTRACT: The food industry offers manifold possibilities for use the ultrasounds. Starting from ultrasounds 

application and effects on the liquid mediums this paper presents the main aspects of ultrasound employments on 

emulsifications processes.  
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1. ULTRASOUNDS APPLICATION IN 

LIQUID MEDIUMS 
 

Active or technological applications of 

ultrasound are used in applications where ultrasonic 

energy is large enough to produce changes in the 

environment where propagate.  Ultrasound has an 

active role by performing mechanical work or 

accelerant agent of classical manufacturing 

processes (fig. 1) [2, 5]. Welding technology, 

cleaning and activation of liquid medium has now a 

major proportion in the industry compared with 

other ultrasound techniques. Emulsion formation 

processes are technological processes widely 

employed especially in the food, chemical and 

consumer goods industry. Many foods: milk, cream, 

beverages, sauces, mayonnaise, butter, desserts, are 

oil in water emulsion, consisting of small lipid 

droplets dispersed in an aqueous medium [5]. 

The main problems in the formation of emulsions 

are related to the choice of efficient technologies, 

design of simple and productive installations, choice 

of optimal regime of emulsification, as well as a 

little or not at all use of stabilizing and surfactants 

substances to obtain adequate quality products. 

Many emulsions are thermodynamically unstable. 

For food producers is very important to obtain high 

stability products with minimal or not at all changes 

in the structure [1, 5, 8]. 

 

 



 

 

2. ULTRASOUNDS EFFECTS IN 

LIQUID MEDIUMS 
 

According to hydrodynamic theory only 

longitudinal ultrasonic waves can propagate in 

liquids. Transversal ultrasonic waves can exists only 

under certain conditions related to fluid viscosity 

and the presence of compression or shear stress. The 

speed of propagation of ultrasonic waves in liquid 

mediums and their absorption depend on: the density 

and viscosity of liquid, the frequency of ultrasonic 

waves, the pressure applied to the liquid and the 

liquid temperature. 

  

Ultrasonic dispersion 

It manifests when on a liquid, at the liquid-gas 

separation area, was focused a beam of ultrasonic 

waves of a specific intensity. It is noted a very fine 

dispersion of liquid particles in gaseous medium, 

namely ultrasonic dispersion. Under well defined 

conditions can obtain a very fine and dense fog 

above the separation surface. 

 

Acoustic cavitation  

A liquid subjected to cyclic stretching and 

compression, as an ultrasonic activated medium, 

produce on the traction stage a break in its mass, 

forming cavitation micro bubbles. On the 

compression stage they are destroyed by implosion 

and producing hydraulic shocks and high local 

pressure. After the implosion, if the liquid jet and 

the resulting shock wave strike an area of the surface 

a directional jet (under wall effect) it generated 

(fig.2) [3]. 

 
 

Multiple actions with high frequency of liquid 

jet produced surface damage. Cavitation bubbles 

occurrence is favored by the existence of gaseous 

and solid inclusions, the fluctuation of liquid 

calories, the existence of ionizing radiation, and 

others [3,4,1,6]. 

 

An ultrasonic activated liquid can cause the 

apparition of capillaries waves to the separation 

surface of a liquid: liquid-liquid, liquid-gas, gas-

liquid. At specific values of wave amplitude 

projecting small particles in the second medium 

occurs. 

 

Fig 3. The domain of cavitations apparition 

a- degassing pure tap water 

b- dresh tap water 

 

The most common applications of ultrasound 

are in water solutions. Figure 3 shows the domain of 

cavitation apparition in water, at ambient 

temperature (area under the curve a-b), according to 

the ultrasound frequency and acoustic intensity [4]. 

Hatched field corresponds to the application of 

ultrasound technology. Cavitation bubbles action 

determines simultaneously two opposite effects: 

dispersion and coagulation [2]. Cavitation occurs 

through mechanical erosion, acoustic, chemical 

effects and sonoluminescence.  

 

3. ASPECTS AT THE ULTRASONIC 

EMULSIFICATION 
 

Emulsions are dispersions of two or more 

immiscible liquids. Under the action of ultrasound 

immiscible fluids form an emulsion. Emulsification 

speed and the emulsion smooth depend mainly on 

the acoustic intensity. Emulsion is formed to a 

certain amount of acoustic intensity (Fig.4) [2].  

 



 

 

The main aspects regarding emulsions 

production systems using ultrasound is presented in 

Fig. 5. Emulsion formation depends on the physical 

state of the separations surfaces: surface constraint, 

wetting mode of the reservoir, the nature of the 

emulsion components. The emulsion stability 

depends especially of the droplet size.  

 

 

 
The diameter of dispersed stage particle depends on:  

- Ultrasonic field parameters: frequency, wave 

length, intensity, amplitude; 

- The nature of liquid: density, viscosity [2]. 

Up to a certain level of frequency (25-400 kHz), the 

process is affected more quantitative by ultrasound 

frequency. The higher frequencies have more quality 

weight by a finer particle phase fractionation [1, 2]. 

Ultrasonic absorption in liquids is accompanied 

by temperature increasing. Using ultrasound instead 

of heating components, there is the possibility to 

develop chemical processes at temperatures below 

or the environment. Minimum requirement of a food 

processing leading to a tendency to replace 

traditional heat treatment processes with new 

procedures, athermical, such as the ultrasonic 

activation. By using ultrasound more stable and 

homogeneous emulsions can be obtained compare to 

conventional mechanical methods. It was found that 

the emulsions prepared by ultrasound does not 

produce visible changes for several days, while the 

emulsions prepared by classical mechanical 

equipments, liquids separation occurs after a few 

hours. 

Business case examples of commercialized 

ultrasonic applications, investment includes 

development, capital and installation costs and the 

annual savings and investment costs are rounded 

table 1 [7, 8]. 

 

Table 1 Business case examples of commercialized ultrasonic applications 

Application Description Benefit (k$/yr) 
Investment 

(k$) 

Payback 

time 

Defoaming  Increased production capacity  1,000  100  6 weeks  

Emulsification  Reformulation & improved shelf-life  500  500   1 year 

Extrusion  Increased production capacity  600  120  3 months 

Extraction  Yield increase  2,000  700  4 months 

Waste treatment  Enhanced digestion & renewable energy  500  120  3 months 
 



 

 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Technical and economic advantages that justify 

the application and extension of this method are: 

using ultrasound emulsification processes leads to 

greater stability of homogeneous emulsions (4...8 

times), economy of stabilized substances (about 

75%), reducing technological cycle about 40-75%, 

reducing the cost of product 3...10 times, the 

possibility of obtaining emulsions in systems where 

conventional technologies would not be possible [1, 

2]. The ultrasound activation technology can be 

easily installed in-line production. Ultrasound is non 

polluting equipment. They are unique, adapted to a 

specific process and well-defined liquid. 
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